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- Overview - 

In a galaxy of technological advancement and political corruption, Emerson Blue is a name that 

strikes both fear and admiration. An infamous warrior, mob boss, and relic hunter, Governments and 

outlaws alike have felt the pull of Blue’s influence, but few have ever seen Blue in person. In the midst of 

interplanetary chaos, Jianyu Kwon Sin, a veteran pilot and local chef, wants to fulfill his life’s dream of 

finding the legendary space ship Hyperion. He’ll have some competition. 

This will be a space western-style game focusing primarily on a few small planets and the 

memorable characters that reside on them. This game will be a single-mission proof of narrative concept 

prototyped in Unity 3D. Notable mechanics include its turn-based strategy battle system and the idea of 

permanent death, where, if a character dies (other than the main character), they are gone for good. 
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- Settings - 

Blue Ruin takes place within a small four-planet star system. Travel is facilitated through the 

narrative. Each location plays a vital role in understanding the hardships characters face, weaving 

together the overarching plot of finding the Hyperion, and underlying plot of finding the infamous 

Emerson Blue. 

Neros, the Emerald Haven  

 Neros is the largest planet in the solar system, with most of the world devoted to ecological 

preservation and agriculture. While lush and verdant, the unique plant life on Neros does not emit 

oxygen. The lack of breathable air prevents humans and non-native animals from living outside of the 

large, transparent domes scattered across the planet. 

Leryess, the Silent Faith  

Leryess is the smallest planet in the solar system. The planet contains vast, scattered oceans and 

societies are built almost entirely with clean, white, modern architecture.  Run by the Sacred Leryessian 

Parliament, Leryess is at the pinnacle of technological development. However, to maintain peace, the 

Sacred Parliament has banned most fine arts from all of its major cities. 

Irima, the Fractured Sky 

 Irima is the second-largest planet. A primarily business-oriented planet, most of the largest 

corporations host their main branch on Irima. The capital is Tempest City, one of the most densely 

populated locations in the solar system. The planet has an inconsistent rotation due to its slightly oval 

topology, providing short nights and morning, but lengthy dawns and twilights. 

Ver’pal, the Wilted Rose  

Ver’pal was once as lush and green as Neros is today, but hazardous chemicals used in farming 

poisoned the earth and water systems, making farmland scarce and drinking water scarcer. Widely 

known for being a desert wasteland, the only people who live there now are renegades, the corrupt 

government, and those without the money or resources to leave. 

Z, the Crystal Snow 

Z (pronounced Zed) is the largest moon in the solar system. Considering its fixed orbit behind 

Neros, it is covered almost entirely in snow and ice. While the moon can be converted to sustain life, the 

naturally unforgiving environment makes it highly inefficient to do so. There are no known 

civilizations…. 
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Chem. Tech. 

Phys. 

- Mechanics Outline - 

Combat 

Combat is a large component of Blue Ruin. It uses a turn-based strategy format heavily structured 

around map movement and long-ranged combat. The amount of characters you may bring with you into 

combat are fixed based on the particular battle. Additionally, nearly every character that falls in combat 

(other than Jianyu) will die permanently if defeated, thus changing the narrative accordingly.   

Each playable character is one of eight classes – five duelist classes and three specialty classes. Each 

class has a different movement ranges and attack attributes. New weapons, armor, and special class-

specific skills can be equipped to each character (1 special per character). There are also three vehicle 

types that may be used depending on the battle structure.  

Duelist Classes 

1. The Outlaw (dual pistols, pistol) 

2. The Repeater (machine gun, pistol) 

3. The Bismarck (shot gun, pistol) 

4. The Ender (sniper rifle, pistol) 

5. The Mercenary (laser sword, pistol)  

Specialty Classes 

6. The Chemist (short & long-range explosives, pistol) 

7. The Physician (recovery device, stun/shock device, pistol) 

8. The Technomancer (mini-robot summoning / manipulation, pistol) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Mercenary 
Weak vs. Mid Range 

Outlaw 
Weak vs. Long Range 

Ender 
Weak vs. Speed 

Bismarck 
Weak vs. Accuracy 

Repeater 
Weak vs. Power 
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Field Vehicles 

1. The Lancer (hover motorcycle w/ bullets; long move range)  

a. Weak vs. Technomancer 

2. The Artillery (tank w/ lasers, bullets, and missiles; short move range) 

a. Weak vs. Chemist 

3. The Hellion (flying w/ missiles and bullets; very long range)  

a. Weak vs. Physician 

*Field vehicles have their own health and power, separate from the character utilizing it. Only certain 

characters can operate certain vehicles.   
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- Main Character Bible - 

Jianyu Kwon Sin 

Class:  Outlaw 

Age:  Early 50s 

Alignment:  Neutral 

Biography: 

Following his deal with Doc, Jian became the captain of the Iris. Hailing from a small town on 

Neros, he rounded up the best crew he could find on his journey to discover the Hyperion, the 

most powerful ship in the galaxy. He is also an accomplished chef. 

Archetype: 

Willing Hero / Soldier 

Character Traits: 

 Charming 

 Daring 
 Adventurous 

 Harsh 

 Lively 

Casting Sheet 

NAME: Jianyu 

GENDER: Male 

AGE: Early 50s 

HEIGHT: 5’10” 

WEIGHT: 180 

BUILD: Solid 

HAIR: Slicked back; black 

FACE: Angular face, brown eyes, challenging  

PERSONALITY:  

VOICE PRINT: Fast, generic 

CLOTHES: Cotton shirt, dark denim pants, wears navy blue coat over shoulders 
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Case Cristo  

Class:  Repeater 

Age:  Early 30s 

Alignment:  Order  

Biography: 

As the de-facto second-in-command on the Iris, his loyalty is incomparable. Secretly from a 

royal family, Case is posing as a refugee from Ver’pal for reasons unknown. He’s been a friend 

of Jianyu for the past year.  

Archetype: 

Unwilling Hero / Scholar 

Character Traits: 

 Dependable 
 Voice of reason 

 Just 

 Clever 
 Ambitious 

Casting Sheet 

NAME: Case 

GENDER: Male 

AGE: Early 30s 

HEIGHT: 6’ 

WEIGHT: 230 

BUILD: Muscular 

HAIR: Black, buzzed 

FACE: Round face, honest, amber eyes 

PERSONALITY: Stands for what he believes in, passionate 

VOICE PRINT: Deep, booming 

CLOTHES: Native-American-esque, long tan coat 
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Doc  

Class:  Physician 

Age:  Mid 30s 

Alignment:  Chaos 

Biography: 

Doc is a drifter who runs an infamous underground weapons and drugs market, but he’s also a 

skilled and respected surgeon / herbalist. Can you trust your life in the hands of such a man? 

Archetype: 

Cynical Anti-hero / Priest 

Character Traits: 

 Conceited 

 Greedy 

 Dutiful 
 Talented 

 Fearless 

Casting Sheet 

NAME: Doc 

GENDER: Male 

AGE: Mid 30's 

HEIGHT: 6’3” 

WEIGHT: 180lbs 

BUILD: Average 

HAIR: Short, blond 

FACE: Bright blue eyes, angular face, snide grin 

PERSONALITY: Sarcastic, confident, a smoker 

VOICE PRINT: Southwestern American accent 

CLOTHES: Top hat, black suit, bolo tie, telescopic cane 
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The Singer 

Class:  Bismarck 

Age:  Early 20s 

Alignment:  Chaos 

Biography: 

The Singer was an aspiring songstress whose vocals were mutilated on Leryess, where music 

and arts are outlawed. Her boomstick sings for her now. With a voice of blood-curdling rasp, 

she rarely speaks.  

Archetype: 

Loner Hero / Martyr 

Character Traits: 

 Intelligent 
 Dark 

 No-nonsense 
 Virtuous 

 Young at heart 

Casting Sheet 

NAME: The Singer 

GENDER: Female 

AGE: Early 20s 

HEIGHT:5’4” 

WEIGHT:120 

BUILD: Slender 

HAIR: Blonde, French braid 

FACE: Glasses, hazel eyes, round face 

PERSONALITY: Distant, angsty, occasional glimpses of youth 

VOICE PRINT: Raspy, guttural, almost demonic – Almost never talks outside of battle 

CLOTHES: White sun dress, black leggings, several bandages 
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Renée Lévesque  

Class:  Ender  

Age:  Late 20s 

Alignment:  Order 

Biography: 

Renée is a former detective who was indefinitely suspended from the Irima Global Police force 

for an unexplained psychological condition. Generally lighthearted and laid back, her secret 

could pose a threat to everyone. 

Archetype: 

Group-oriented hero / Cavalry 

Character Traits: 

 Laid back 
 Formal 

 Curious 
 Funny 

 Odd 

Casting Sheet 

NAME: Renée  

GENDER: Female 

AGE: Late 20's 

HEIGHT: 5’8” 

WEIGHT: 130 

BUILD: Average 

HAIR: Short, brown, bob 

FACE: Square face, green eyes, apathetic stare 

PERSONALITY: Relaxed 

VOICE PRINT: Eloquent, yet spacy 

CLOTHES: Iri regulation police uniform - maroon 
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Emerson Blue  

Class:  Mercenary 

Age:  Unknown 

Alignment:  Chaos 

Biography: 

Emerson is an intergalactic mob boss dealing in narcotics. Few have seen Emerson, and even 

fewer have lived to tell about it. An avid collector of valuable treasures (ships, jewels, artworks, 

relics, etc).  

Archetype: 

Mysterious Stranger / Kingpin 

Character Traits: 

 Ruthless 
 Calculating 

 Precise 
 Criminal Mastermind 

Casting Sheet 

NAME: Emerson 

GENDER: Male (?) 

AGE: Unknown 

HEIGHT: Unknown 

WEIGHT: Unknown 

BUILD: Unknown 

HAIR: Unknown 

FACE: Unknown 

PERSONALITY: Ruthless, calculating, precise 

VOICE PRINT: Unknown 

CLOTHES: Unknown 
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- Narrative Outline - 

The narrative is conveyed over five chapters, each with four or five battles. Each “Installment” 

has a micro-arc that leads into the overarching narrative, which is to ultimately find the Starship 

Hyperion. Each installment focuses on specific main characters that, if killed, will change the plot. Jianyu 

is the only character that, when killed, will trigger a Game Over. There are over 30 characters in all, and 

two different main endings. 

Prologue:  

It begins with Jianyu bleeding on the hangar of a ship. Everyone around him is dead. With one 

hand, he’s grabbing his stomach. With the other, he loosely holds a large map. Though made of paper, 

the map displays and ever-shifting constellation. He stumbles into the control room and pulls himself 

onto the chair. He slouches back in pain. The ship activates. A voice says, “Hyperion, online.” Flash back 

to eight months earlier. 

First Installment: The Emerald Haven 

Jianyu is a cook at The Wolf and Hawk, a popular Nerosi Tavern. He dreams of riches and adventures 

in space. Doc walks in for a meal. During his meal he asks Jianyu if he wants a job. Doc notes that he has 

an important weapons shipment to transport, and a local mob claiming to have connections with the 

legendary Emerson blue is trying to run him out of town.  

Jianyu is temporarily given the Iris transport ship to visit a local moon and make the delivery, but 

gets ambushed and robbed on the way there. Doc offers his aid (and a couple of his men), they strike a 

blow to the mob, and the shipment is retrieved –as well as a map fragment pointing to a galactic 

treasure. The mob retaliates, and, in a moment of madness, they try to shatter the dome protecting 

Neros from the atmosphere outside. 

The mob is shut down for good. Jianyu and crew are forced to flee Neros at the risk of being 

arrested due to disrupting the peace. They set sail for Leryess to look for info on the map they acquired. 

Second Installment: The Silent Faith 

One year ago: It starts with a young woman singing in an abandoned, makeshift theater. The 

door is broken down mid-performance, and some of the audience is slain. The young singer is captured.  

Present day: The crew travels to Leryess, looking for info on the celestial map. Anti-parliament 

protestors, known as the Artists, are harassing citizens trying to spread their message. While the sacred 

Leryessian parliament keeps the peace and helps society, it oppresses citizen rights and suppresses fine 

arts under the will of the Gods. The crew protects the citizens until parliament officials arrive. The 

protestors are arrested. When one member of the Artists begins to sing, he is shot in the face.  
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The crew is later mistakenly attacked by the Artists for aiding the parliament’s regime. The 

young singer from before comes to their aid to stop the fighting. She is the de-facto leader of the Artists. 

The player can work with or against the parliament to end the turmoil on Leryess. Depending on your 

actions, The Singer may or may not stay with you. In the end, Leryess either returns to peace or falls into 

anarchy. Either way, the planet’s resources lead Jianyu and the crew to the other half of the map.  

Third Installment: The Fractured Sky 

It starts with a funeral. Renée is in the pews following the police captain’s death. Outside, 

people are being driven mad and have begun rioting due to lack of sleep. For weeks, something has 

caused people to continuously suffer from nightmares. Renée’s squad is put on crowd control. 

The crew is asleep as they approach Irima. All of the living members suffer from nightmares, 

until one member wakes up just in time to see a large floating eyeball leave his / her room. The member 

activates the alarm and the crew rushes out, grabbing their weapons. The lights refuse to come on; in 

the dimly lit ship, the crew must fight off these eyes. The mechanical eyes are defeated as the crew 

descends to solid ground. There, they find a man who had been expecting Jianyu. He says the Irima 

police have the other half of the map, but flees before they can ask him anything (The Singer identifies 

this man as an agent of Emerson Blue). 

 The police are heavily inspecting ships passing through. Jianyu and the crew offer info on what 

might be causing these nightmares. That night, again, Jianyu and the crew are terrorized, but Jianyu 

manages to fight off the creature and capture one for investigation. The eyeball creature is tested and 

revealed to be an electronic drone capable of emitting sickening sound waves. The police and the crew 

team up and set out on a search and find, in the sewer, a large device that spawns the drones. The 

device triggers into attack mode. 

The crew is given the other half of the map as a reward for their work. Being written in Old 

Ver’palish, they head to Ver’pal to find an interpreter.  

Fourth Installment: The Wilted Rose 

The crew arrives to discover that a big-name Ver’palish corporation (AzureCorp) is using living 

humans as a water mill to save the society of the dying desert planet. Society is full of renegades, and 

AzureCorp promotes that this is the only way these criminals will have any use to the society. If Case is 

alive, the crew’s arrival at Ver’pal will be very different.  

There is no properly organized government or police force on Ver’pal, only businesses, 

renegades, and a group dedicated to upholding the law. Fights between the three factions are frequent. 

Businesses are usually run by one of the latter two, but AzureCorp has its own force. Blue’s envoy and a 

mysterious robot clone of Jianyu are found to be at the head of the corporation. The conflict on Ver’pal 

is never truly resolved, but through siding with one of the three factions, the player finds their Ver’palish 

interpreter and beeline to Z. 
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Fifth Installment: The Crystal Snow 

The map indicates Z to be the likely location of the Hyperion. The Iris reaches the moon with 

news from the Ambassador (a small ship from Irima) that Emerson Blue may be there waiting already. 

After landing in the area designated by the map and braving the arid cold, they come to a large ice wall 

with the same sigil as the celestial map. Jianyu lines the map up to the mark, and the ice beneath the 

crew’s feet begins to crumble. They fall into the abyss below. 

The crew is separated. Snow covers a forgotten underground city. Wandering spirits haunt the 

area. The crew is evenly divided among up to four clusters (depending on if Renée, The Singer, Doc, and 

Case are alive to lead them, otherwise the game will skip to Jianyu). The two lowest-leveled members of 

the crew have gone missing.  

The groups reach the center of the city at roughly the same time. There, in a large hangar, lies 

the starship Hyperion. The two lowest-leveled members of the group are found dead – killed recently 

with pistols. Jianyu is tapping at a console by the ship. Case, or one of the other members, cautiously 

questions him. Jianyu’s personality changes completely, and he informs them that he’s taking the ship 

and leaving.  

Jianyu is revealed to be Emerson Blue. Jianyu had orchestrated everything from the beginning – 

Meeting Doc, the mob attacking Neros, the Artists rising against the Leryessian parliament, the Irima 

Night Terror, the human mill on Ver’pal, even the crew coming together in the first place – everything. 

All to reach his aims of getting what he needs to find this ship. Some of the crew members with the 

Order alignment draw their weapons at Jianyu, when suddenly the members of the crew with the Chaos 

alignment aim at their former crewmates. The Chaos crew would be paid well to stay on his side. 

In the last battle, the player has to defeat the very crew he/she trained. Those aligned with 

Chaos will fight on Jianyu’s side. Those aligned with Order will fight on Case’s side (or any other Order 

character). During battle, certain characters can be converted over to the player’s side (i.e. if Doc and 

Angel engage, the opposing character will defect to the player’s side after a talking sequence). 

Ending: 

If Case (Order) wins: 

Those with an Order alignment will fight on the side of Case (or any other Order prominent 

character). The player must defeat Jianyu. The Chaos crew can be spared or converted if possible. 

Anyone can die. If successful, the Chaos members are captured or incapacitated. Jianyu is alone. The 

Order members spare him and try to take the Hyperion, abandoning Jianyu on Z. Jianyu quick-draws, 

but, for once, he isn’t fast enough and is shot down. The crew leaves his body in the ruined city and 

assaults the ground above it, permanently burying Emerson Blue and the Hyperion. 
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If Jianyu (Chaos) wins: 

Those with a Chaos alignment will fight on the side of Jianyu. The player must eliminate or 

convert every Order character. Anyone can die. If successful, the Order members are defeated. Jianyu 

takes the Hyperion, leaving the Chaos members on the cold planet to die. He destroys the Iris and the 

Ambassador on his way off. The ground above the underground city is seen shaking as the surviving 

crew runs, in vain. With evidence of his existence gone, Blue fades away into obscurity yet again. 


